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Summary of the 1st lecture 

High pT hadrons used as a probe to study the medium created in HI 
collisions (RHIC, LHC): 

High pT hadrons are suppressed 
with respect to binary scaling 

Central AA collisions: 

Results do not show such features  

Control experiments  
(pp, dAu, peripheral collisions, reference processes) 

suppression in central AuAu and PbPb due 
to energy loss in a very dense medium! 

ALICE 

peripheral RHIC central 

peripheral 

central 
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Heavy quarks 

Because of their large mass (mb~4.8 GeV, mc~1.2 GeV), the heavy 
quarks (charm and bottom) are produced in parton-parton collisions 
with large momentum transfer Q2, at the initial stage of the 
reaction. Their production can be described in pQCD. 
 
 
 

pp: the study of their production is 
  

 a useful test of the theory  
 it provide a baseline for AA study 

AA: different interaction with the medium is expected wrt 
light quarks (dead cone effect, see later) 
 

 powerful tool to investigate medium properties in AA  

    collisions 

Important measurement for quarkonium physics 
 

 Open 𝑄𝑄  production is a natural normalization for quarkonium 
 B decay is a not negligible source of non-prompt J/ 
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Heavy flavour production in pp 

hhDx = PDF(xa,Q
2)PDF(xb,Q

2)  abcc  DcD(zc,Q
2) 

 

Partonic  computed in pQCD 
Perturbative expansion in 
powers of S 

 

NLO: MNR code 
Fixed order NLO: FONLL 

Fragmentation of quark into hadron  
 

D and B mesons should have a large 
fraction z of the quark (c or b) 
momentum  harder fragmentation 

functions, peaked at z~1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Several parameterizations adopted 
(tuned on LEP D measurement)  

Parton Distribution Functions 
xa, xb  fraction of the 

momentum carried by the a,b 
partons in the hadron 
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pQCD comparison to pp data 

Good agreement between NLO 
pQCD (Fixed Order + Next To 
Leading Log - FONLL calculation) 
and experimental  bottom data 

Charm production  higher than 
data (~50%) at high pT, but still 
compatible with theoretical 
uncertainties 

Charm and beauty have been measured at Tevatron @ s=1.96 TeV 
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Radiative energy loss 

In the BDMPS approach ∆𝐸 ∝ 𝛼𝑠 
𝐶𝑟𝑞 L

2 

…but in the heavy quarks case the energy loss should be smaller wrt 
light hadrons: 

Casimir factor (color-charge dependence) 
 3 for g interactions, 4/3 for q interactions 

 heavy hadrons are mainly produced from heavy quarks jet  
(while light hadrons are produced from gluon jets) 

Dead cone effect (mass dependence) 
 Gluon radiation is suppressed for angles   < MQ/EQ 

Heavy flavour en. loss should be different (smaller) than the 
light hadrons one 
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b, c radiative energy loss 

𝑞  dependence Charm mass dependence Beauty mass dependence 

Increasing 𝑞   
 

∆𝐸 ∝ 𝛼𝑠 
𝐶𝑟𝑞 L

2 

 

 En. loss increases 
 RAA decreases 

Increasing mc 
 

 < MQ/EQ 

 

 En. loss decreases 
(dead cone effect) 

 RAA increases 

Increasing mb 

 

 En. loss decreases 
(dead cone effect) 

 RAA increases 
 Larger effect with 

respect to charm, 
because mb>mc 

Summarizing  Eg > Echarm > Ebeauty 

RAA (light hadrons) < RAA (D) < RAA (B) 
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Heavy flavour hadrons 

Lower mass heavy flavor decay weakly with: 

 ~ ps (produced in the first instants of the collisions) 

c ~ hundreds m (decay vertex displaced wrt the interaction vertex)  

Mass (MeV) c (m) 

𝐷+ 𝑐𝑑  1869 312 

𝐷0 𝑐𝑢  1865 123 

𝐷𝑆
+ 𝑐𝑠  1968 147 

𝑐
+ 𝑢𝑑𝑐  2285 60 

𝑐
+ 𝑢𝑠𝑐  2466 132 

𝑐
0 𝑑𝑠𝑐  2472 34 

𝑐
0 𝑠𝑠𝑐  2698 21 

Mass (MeV) c (m) 

𝐵+ 𝑢𝑏  5279 501 

𝐵0 𝑑𝑏  5279 460 

𝐵𝑆
0 𝑠𝑏  5370 438 

𝐵𝑐
+ 𝑐𝑏  6400 100-200 

𝑏
0 𝑢𝑑𝑏  5624 368 

Large branching ratios to kaons: 
 
 

Large semileptonic branching ratio decays ~ 10% (e or ) 

D+  K-X      BR~28% 
D+
 K-++   BR ~9% 

 
D0  K-X      BR~50% 
D0 
 K-+     BR ~4% 
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HF: experimental techniques 

Let’s start considering the experimental techniques for the HF 
study, which have been adopted at RHIC: 

D, B reconstruction 

Non photonic electrons 

Reconstruct D (B) from their decay products 
 Most direct measurement, but complicate since it requires 

good capability in the decay vertex reconstruction.  
 In AA collisions it suffers from large combinatorial background 

Measure single leptons from heavy flavour decay (both charm 
and bottom have relatively large BR ~10% to single e or ) 
 More indirect approach, requiring an accurate knowledge of 

the photonic/non-photonic background sources 

Muons 

Measure DCA (distance of closest approach) to separate  
from charm from  from  and K decay 
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HF: experimental tools 

Several tools needed experimentally to study heavy flavors: 

silicon vertex detectors (microstrip, pixels) 

e,  identification 

charged kaon identification 

Tracks from heavy flavour decay are displaced by c ~ 100m wrt 
the primary vertex   Typical apparatus have impact parameter 
resolution of ~70(20)m @ pT~1(20)GeV/c 
Available in LHC experiments and foreseen in RHIC upgrade 

PHENIX RICH, em. calorimeter 
STAR  TPC, em calorimeter, TOF 
ALICE  Muon Spectr., TPC, TOF, TRD, EMCal  

STAR  TPC 
ALICE  TPC, TOF  
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HF: D reconstruction 

STAR 

 

K,  identification from dE/dx 
(TPC). 
Measurement at pT<2 GeV/c 
 
Large comb. background 
(especially in AA collisions) 
evaluated by event mixing and 
subtracted.  
 
Complicate measurement at 
RHIC because of lack of vertex 
detectors 

D0
K-+ 
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HF: D from muons  

STAR 

STAR: arXiv:0805.0364 

Muons are identified combining 
TOF+TPC 
 
Measurement at very low pT 
0.17<pT<0.25 GeV/c 

DCA distribution allows to 
disentangle  from charm decay 
from  fron pions and kaons 
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HF: non-photonic electrons D,B  ℓ 𝜈ℓX 

Electron spectra identification 
 

 STAR: dE/dx in TPC+TOF @ low pT, 
EMC @ high pT 

 PHENIX: combined RICH and E/p 
(E from EMCAL) 

photonic  
bck 

non-phot. 
bck 

Rejection of non-heavy-flavour 
electrons, i.e. electrons from: 

 STAR: full inv. mass analysis of e+e-  and cocktail method 
 

 PHENIX: estimated through “cocktail method” or “converter method”  

    and then subtracted 

ge+e- conversions 
Dalitz decay: 0() ge+e-  

 
K  e, vector mesons e decay  
quarkonium, DY 

PHENIX, arXiv:1005.1627 
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HF RHIC experimental results - pp 

Long standing discrepancy between PHENIX and STAR non photonic 
electron results (pp, AA) in the  • pT differential distributions 

• integrated cross sections 

Re-analysis of STAR pp data (affected by an error in the evaluation of 
the background level) improves the agreement with PHENIX results 

OLD result! 

PRL 94(2005)082301 PRL 97(2006)252002 

STAR d+Au  

PRL  94(2005)62301 

STAR 

NEW result! 
STAR: arXiv:1102.2611 

Comparison with FONLL estimates  results are in agreement 

within the theoretical uncertainties of the calculation 
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HF RHIC results: Au-Au 

RAA from non photonic electrons 

Good agreement in the RAA 
between PHENIX and STAR 

Heavy quarks energy loss was 
expected to be reduced because of 
dead cone effect…but unexpected 
RAA behaviour observed! 
 

Same suppression as light hadrons! 

Difficult to explain theoretically 
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BDMPS 

DGLV (radiative) 

Energy loss models sensitive to 
the B/D admixture  
 important to establish b and c 

contributions, since their en. loss 
should be different (less important 
for b) 

DGLV(radiat+collis.) 

DGLV(only charm) 

PHENIX, PRL 96, 032301 (2006) 

New AdS/CFT calculations 
also available 

W. Alberico et al. arXiv:1102.6008 
G.D.Moore and D. Teaney Phys. Rev zC 71, 064904 

Collisional (elastic) energy loss 
to be taken into account? 

Some RAA interpretations… 

Models should describe at the 
same time the RAA and the v2 

H. Van Hees et al. Phys. Rev. C 73, 034913 
V. Greco et al. Phys. Lett B595 202 
…and many more! 
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Role of bottom 

Bottom en. loss should be smaller than the charm one 

Results are sensitive to the 
charm/beauty contributions 

Not easy to disentangle c and b @ RHIC 
because no vertex detector are available 

More indirect measurements: 

c identification from charge correlation 
of K and e from D decay (PHENIX) 

small azimuthal angular correlation of 
e-h pairs from c or b decays (STAR) 

eD0 correlations (STAR) 

bottom contribution ~ 55% 
(for pT>6GeV/c) 

Eg > Echarm > Ebeauty 
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bottom 
charm 

small azimuthal angular correlation of 
e-h pairs from c or b decays (STAR) 

c identification from charge correlation 
of K and e from D decay (PHENIX) 

How to distinguish c and b? 

eK pairs from B are mostly like sign 
eK pairs from D are opposite sign 

eD0 correlations (STAR) 

essentially from B 
decay only 

~75% from charm 
~25% from beauty 
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FONLL predictions 

STAR arXiv:1102.2611 

as already observed @ 
Tevatron, good agreement 
between b cross section and 
FONLL, (very) small 
discrepancy between c and 
FONLL 

FONLL (bottom) = 1.87 +0.99 -0.67 b 
data (bottom) = 1.34 – 1.83 b (according to PYTHIA tuning)  

pp @ s=200GeV 

FONLL (charm) = 256 +400 -146 b 
data (charm) = 551+57 -195 b PHENIX arXiv:1005.1627 
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Important test for pQCD in a new 
energy domain 
 c production on the upper end of 

predictions at Tevatron and RHIC 

Plenty of heavy quarks will be 
produced at the LHC energies! 

pp collisions 

Baseline for PbPb studies 
 Eloss for B is less important wrt D  

       LHC                       RHIC 

PbPb@5.5TeV       AuAu@200GeV 

𝑐 (LHC)   ~10 x 𝑐(RHIC) 

𝑏 (LHC)   ~100 x 𝑏(RHIC) 

Heavy ions @ LHC 

RHIC measurements limited by lack of 
vertex detector and small production 
rate, especially for b 
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Heavy quarks @ ALICE 

All LHC experiments equipped with vertex detectors useful for 
heavy flavour study 
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Heavy quarks @ ALICE 
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Heavy quarks @ ALICE 
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Heavy quarks @ ALICE 
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Heavy quarks results (ALICE) 

For the moment results from the pp run @ 7TeV 
…PbPb results @2.76 will be released soon! 
 In any case pp data are crucial to build the reference for PbPb 

Forward muons (-4<<-2.5) 

 d/dpT for D and B decay muons in 2<pT<6.5 GeV/c (main 

source of background are decay muons, removed with simulation)  
 
 agreement in shape and normalization with FONLL 
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Heavy flavour electrons 

Non-photonic electrons (ALICE) 

Electron identification via 
TOF+TPC(dE/dx) 

Two approaches to extract heavy 
flavour electrons: 
 
• Cocktail, à la RHIC, to measure  

combined c+b cross sections 
 

• Select electron with large 
displacement, disentangling e 
from b decay (in progress) 
(thanks to the excellent vertex 
capabilities, impact parameter 
resolution ~60m at 1GeV/c)  

An electron excess above the cocktail is observed, mainly due to 
heavy flavour decay 
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Heavy quarks results (ALICE) 

D meson reconstruction 

Selection based on displaced vertex topology. 
Precise tracking and vertexing required!  

As for Tevatron and RHIC, charm data lies on the high side of the 
FONLL predictions 
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…more heavy quarks results! 

D* 

D* 

Similar approaches adopted in the other LHC experiments 

D+
kk 

D* 
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B cross section 

CMS: arXiv:1101.0131 

B+
J/ K+ 

+- 

Reasonable shape agreement 
with NLO MC, but normalization 
of data 1.5 higher 

B accessible 
at LHC! 

B detected using invariant 
mass spectrum and secondary 
vertex identification 
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    First PbPb results… 

D0
K, D+

K via secondary vertex 

reconstruction 

Charm measured via D mesons 
Beauty via leptons (e,) 

Expected coverage: 5<pT<15 GeV/c 

New PbPb results will be soon released! 


